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We reserve the right to alter the timing of, or to reschedule, any Encounter with or without 
prior notice for reasons out of our control including but not limited to staff availability, 
adverse or inclement weather conditions, the health and wellbeing of the animals and 
availability of any included promotional items and/or elements.  Please be assured that we 
will always endeavour to notify you, the participant, in advance when it is possible to do so.

IfIf we were to alter your Encounter, we will always minimise any changes and ensure that it 
is replaced with a programme of equivalent, or higher, duration and/or value.  We cannot be 
held liable for any travel, accommodation or other related costs or expenses in the event that 
an Encounter Day is rescheduled. Please be assured that we will always endeavour to notify 
you, the participant, in advance when it is possible to do so.

OnceOnce you have booked a date for your experience, it can be only rescheduled up to 4 weeks 
before the booked date and we reserve the right to charge a £15 administration fee (inc 20% 
VAT) for alterations, amendments and rescheduling to your booking at any time. An 
experience can only be rescheduled once. 

InIn the event you have purchased an undated encounter, you have 6 months (unless stated 
otherwise) to redeem your encounter.  Please do be aware that encounters run on each day of 
the week, availability on peak days (weekends and school holidays) cannot be guaranteed and 
expiry dates will only be extended in the event that we remove the encounter from our 
booking system for a continuous period of more than 7 days during the period of validity. 
Expiry dates for encounters cannot be extended except for very exceptional circumstances.

YYou must report to the Main Entrance Desk of the Zoo (postcode LA12 0LU) at least15 
minutes ahead of your pre-booked time.  Your experience includes admission for the day of 
your experience meaning you can join us anytime from opening on your booked date.  In the 
event that you arrive late, we reserve the right to cancel your Encounter without 
rescheduling or issuing a refund.  In the event that you fail to arrive without prior 
notification (a minimum of 24 hours) in writing, we reserve the right to cancel your 
Encounter without rescheduling or issuing a refund.

AAt the time of booking you are asked to declare any special needs, special access 
requirements, additional support, allergies, mobility restrictions or medical conditions which 
we need to be aware of.   Prior to undertaking the Encounter, you will be asked to complete a 
health declaration and disclaimer form so that we can assess whether it is safe for you to 
take part. In the event that we do not deem that it is safe for you to take part in the Encounter 
we will offer an alternative where possible.  Please speak to us prior to purchasing if anyone 
taking part has additional requirements including a disability, pregnancy, diet or immuno 
suppression which msuppression which may require changes or variations to an Encounter.  

Whilst we will endeavour to accommodate any visitor with a Disability or learning difficulty 
who has purchased an Encounter, this cannot always be achieved for practical and health 
and safety reasons. Please speak to us for advice in this regard before making any purchase.

Encounters may involve participating in both indoor and outdoor activities. Please bear in 
mind that a lot of animal houses are heated to relatively high temperatures and can get quite 
warm. We ask all participants to wear clothing suitable for working with the animals and for 
all weathers including long trousers and closed toe shoes such as trainers, walking boots or 
wellingtons. We reserve the right to refuse to allow those who do not wear suitable clothing 
to participate without offering a refund. 
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